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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SQ-CLOSED S?ACES 

By Travis Thompson 

1. Inlrodudion 

A topological space is said to be SQ-clo똥d if its continuous irnage in any 

Hausdorff space is sequentially closed [4]. Characterizations of SQ-cI∞ed spaces 

are obtained together with known characterizations presented in [3J . AIl 
topclogical s뼈ces in this paper are assumed to be Hau회orff. Following the 
notation of [2], let S denote a class of first c끼);m table topclogical spaces con 

taining the class of fjrst countable Hausdorff completely normal and fully 

normal spaces. The one-pcint compactification of the positive integers N with 

discrete topclogy will be denoted by N. The notation T(n) will be used to 

denote the set (klk~ι nEN). 

2. Preliminaries 

The following definition and theorems are given for future reference 

DEFINITION 2 L The sequence k ”l r-c。nverges (aCClunulales) lo a pmnt 

xEX if for each VεN(x) ， (x.1 is eventually (frequently) in V. [ IJ 

DEF1NITION 2.2. A function f: X • Y is weakly continuous at each pαnt 

xEX if for every 0야n VEN(f(x)) , there exists a UEN(x) such that f (U)c 

V. [3J 

DEFINITION 2. 3. The graph of a function f: X→ι denoted G(f), is strongly 

closed if for f(x) ,*y, there exist 0야n sets U and V containing :r and y, 
respectively, such that f(이 nv=ø. [ 1] 

THEOREM 2.4. A tOþological sþace X is SQ-closed if and only if every sequence 

in X has an r-accumulation þoin:. [4, Th. 4. 1] 

THEOREM 2.5. For a function f: X - Y, the following are equivalent ‘ 

1) f is weakly continuous i 

2) if (x.) • x , then (f(x.J 1 r-converges to f(x) ; [1, Th ‘ 6J 

3) for every oþen set V in Y, f-1(V)ζ[r 1 (i7 )]O. [3] 
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3. Main Results 

THEOREM 3‘ 1. σ Y is SQ- closed and f: X• Y has a stro쟁ly closed graþh , then 

{xa } • x implies the net {f(x.l} r-accumulates to f(x) 

PROOF. Let {x.l • x . Then since Y is SQ• c10sed we have that {f(xa}} r

accumulates to ~Cπe r-oint yEY. SuPr-oæ that f(x) =FY. Then, since G {f) is 

s trcngly clm::ed, tI-:ere exist ot:en sets U anrl V containing x and y , respectively, 
:such that f(U) nV=￠- Because {Za} IS eventually In U we have that {f(xa) } 

is eventually in f( U) . But {f(x.l f having y as an r-accumulation point implies 

that {f(x.l J is frequently in V, ccntradicting the fact that f( U) nv= gS. There

fore , 、.ve must have f(x) =y. 

THEOREM 3. 2. Let f: X• Y be a，η functioη ψhere Y is SQ-closed and X is first 

ιountable. 1f G(J) is stro앵ly closed, then I is weakly continuous. 

PROOF. Suppose there exists an open V in Y such that r1(V)(';;[rl (V )]o. 

This implies there exists an XEr l (V) such that xEX_ [j-I (j7)]O=궁-r감) . 
There now exlSts a sequence {Zn} ln x-f-l (F) such that z ,,• x. By Theorem 

3. 1, {f(x. )J must have non-ernpty intersection with V since V든N(J(x)). This 

contradiction estabJishes the fact that f is weakly continuous 

THEOREM 3.3. 1f for eury top%gical space XES each mappi1lg of X ;lIto Y 

-:with strorgly closed graph is weakly continuous, then Y is SQ-closed. 

PROOF. Suppose Y is not SQ- c1osed. Then there exists a sequence I.Y.J in Y 

that has no r-accurnulation point. Let X=NU {∞J=π. The space N is fully 

normal and completely norrnal and thus beJongs to S. Selecting bE Y we 

define a function f: X• Y by f(n)=y.’ and f(∞}=ι We now show that G (J) 

is strongly c10sed 
Case 1 : Suppose f(n) =Fy. Then since Y is Hausdorff, there exists VεN(y) 

such that f(n)훌V. Therefore, f( (껴 )xV= gS 

Case 2 : Suppose f(∞) =Fy. Then since 이} does not r-accumulate to y , there 

exists VEN(y} , béÇV , such that T I.Y.J = f(T(n)) is eventually outside of V 
Since [T(n) U (∞J ] EN(∞)， we have f[T(서 U{∞’] nv= gS for sufficiently large 

.71 . In any case, we have that G(J) is strongly c1osed. 

Additionally, we can see that f is not weakly continuous. In particular, 
<c onsider the sequence (Xn} I where x n = n. Obviously, we have Xn→∞， but since 
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(j(Xn)) = ν(n)} = {Yn} has no r - accumulation point, it cannot r - converge. Appe

aling to Theorem 2.5 (2) , the theorem follows from contraposition 

COROLLARY 3.4. A HausdorJJ sþace Y is SQ- closed iJ aηd only iJ Jor every 

tOþo!ogical space X which belongs to S, each maþþillg 01 X into Y with strongly 

closed graph is weakly con’1끼i‘ous 

COROLLARY 3.5. For a toþo[ogical HausdorJJ sþace Y, the Jollowing ore 

equivalent: 

1) Y is SQ-closed; 

2) For every first countable tOþo!ogical sþace X, each 11lappin.g 01 x ’'l!o Y with 

strongly closed graph is weakly continuous; 

3) E7Ch m'þþinI oJ N ‘nto Y with stronJly closed grap‘ is ψJa‘ly contin !Jous 
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